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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This report presents the results of technoeconomic analysis that advances understanding of the
potential of small modular reactors and microreactors, collectively referred to as small reactors (SRs) in
this report, in microgrids. This analysis was conducted using a proxy model for SR in microgrids based
on the datapoints that were identified and explored in a predecessor report “Small Reactors in Microgrids:
Technical Studies Guidance.”1
These datapoints―specific to SRs―are representative of what is understood as of today about the
expected characteristics of SRs (costs and operational). They are the starting point for the
technoeconomic analysis in this report.
This report recognizes that the development of technoeconomic analysis for SRs in microgrids must
consider that:
•

Microgrids built with SRs have different configurations depending on their boundaries, the loads and
resources within those boundaries, energy storage, and the connection and interaction with the
distribution network. Primary technical design principles include power and energy adequacy, system
economics, system reliability, and operational resilience.

•

Technical studies required to evaluate the feasibility of SR in microgrids include siting, generation
optimization, operational framework and feasibility, economic optimization, and risk analysis.
Technoeconomic models specific to SRs are necessary to conduct these feasibility studies.

Utilizing the detailed financial and operational parameters and datasets specific to SRs, a proxy
representation of SR, referred to as the proxy model in this report, is created in the XENDEE platform
based on a gas generator model already modeled for microgrids. The proxy model captures the major
characteristics of SRs and effectively represents them in microgrid planning studies. This report discusses
the development and implementation of this proxy model and presents feasibility studies that showcase its
use in a technoeconomic analysis of a practical microgrid use case.
In this report, considerable attention is given to estimating the SR’s installation costs. The factors that
influence the SR’s installation cost include simpler design, lower plant footprint, smaller exclusion zones,
accelerated learning with factory production, lower construction time, and co-location of multiple
modules. The specific capital cost per MW ($/MW) of conventional nuclear power plants (NPPs) is lower
as the size of the plant increases. The economies of scale in sizing apply to SRs as well, typically valid
within the fleet of small and/or modular reactors with similar deployment models (i.e., produced in
factory settings and assembled onsite). For example, the 1-MW SR plant will have more capital cost per
MW than a 10-MW SR plant (single- or multi-module).
This report is organized into six sections and three appendixes:
•

Section 1 provides the background on SR in microgrids and its role in the overarching aim of
achieving the net-zero objective. The incorporation of SRs as a cornerstone of power and grid
services in a microgrid will be of large benefit in providing resilience and greenhouse-gas reduction.

•

Section 2 discusses the development of the proxy model for SR in the XENDEE platform using the
existing gas-generator model to represent SR in technoeconomic analysis.

•

Section 3 details a case study developed in the XENDEE platform using the proxy model in an
existing military base in California. The objective is to identify the optimum generation portfolio for
the microgrid system. Several scenarios were developed around the objectives of cost-minimization,
CO2 emission reduction, and microgrid resilience.

•

Section 4 provides a comparative analysis of different scenarios and concludes the report. The results
and the subsequent comparative analysis show that SRs could be a cost-competitive generation option
when capital costs are modeled considering potential economies of scale in sizing. If the CO2 tax is
iii

imposed on carbon fuels, SRs would be even more attractive than gas generators. Then, SRs in
microgrids would play a pivotal role in reducing the carbon footprint at the local distribution level.
However, it is particularly important to identify the most suitable use cases for early adoption and the
right balance of generation mix with other clean technologies as SRs achieve a level of technological
and financial maturity.
•

Section 5 describes ongoing work to develop the comprehensive SR model in the XENDEE platform
and adapt it for integrated energy system studies. As the next step, a model is being built that is
specifically designed for SR in microgrids in the XENDEE microgrid design and planning platform.
The SR model will consider all datapoints described in the predecessor report.

•

Section 6 provides the list of references.

•

Appendix A provides an overview of the XENDEE optimization platform for technoeconomic
assessment and portfolio optimization for future microgrids. The sample reports showing the
comprehensive financial and operational results for two different scenarios are provided as
Appendices B and C.

This report is a product of the Net-Zero Microgrid (NZM) Program at Idaho National Laboratory
supported by the Department of Energy, Office of Electricity Microgrid Program.2 The NZM Program
recognizes SRs as carbon-free energy sources for generation necessary for microgrids to transition away
from carbon fuel-based generation that is prevalent in today’s microgrids (see Figure ES-1).

Figure ES-1. Net-zero generation.
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Net-Zero Microgrid Program Project Report:
Small Reactors in Microgrids
1.

MICROGRIDS AND SMALL REACTORS

A microgrid is defined by IEEE 2030.7 TM-2017, “IEEE Standard for Specification of Microgrid
Controllers,” as:
A group of interconnected loads and distributed energy resources with clearly
defined electrical boundaries that act as a single controllable entity with respect
to the grid and can connect and disconnect from the grid to enable it to operate
in both grid-connected and island modes.3
Microgrids are considered foremost for their value for resiliency in times of extreme weather events
or other natural or human-caused calamities. Scientific evidence shows that these events arising from
global warming are becoming more common and adversely impacting the resiliency and integrity of
electrical grids.4 The rapid shift towards clean but variable generation technologies, such as wind and
solar photovoltaics (PVs), will affect the resilience of the electrical grid due to the increased generation
uncertainty and intermittency and reduction of spinning inertia from retired fossil-based synchronous
generation.
In addition to their use in communities and industries in remote areas that are isolated from or weakly
connected to the central grid structure, microgrids are increasingly considered an integral component
within the electrical grid structure. The grid connection allows the two-way exchange of power providing
the flexibility of generation sizing within microgrids. Microgrids can decentralize larger grids into smaller
entities, each capable of sustaining themselves without supply from the grid by aggregating local
distributed resources and with support from energy-storage technologies. Depending upon the availability
of reliable generation sources, microgrids can be made immune to grid loss arising from the loss of weak
transmission infrastructure or due to extreme weather events. While microgrids are increasingly adopted
by commercial and industrial facilities and military bases irrespective of grid-connection availability,
their eventual adoption in future applications, such as charging plazas and extraterrestrial stations, is
widely accepted. The scale of microgrids can vary widely by application depending on the critical
functions to be supported when islanding is required and the investment in generation assets made by
microgrid owners/operators to support those critical functions and/or to supply power and energy or other
services to the connected utility. Applications targeted in this project range from hundreds of kilowatts to
tens of megawatts; however, no hard lower and upper limits are set by the definition of a microgrid.
Currently, distributed wind and solar PV generators are central to microgrid architecture due to their costeffectiveness and scalability, but their operation as non-dispatchable generation and their intrinsic
variability mean that there is a need for a scalable and reliable clean generation to complement their
shortcomings for sustainable microgrids.
The use of small modular reactors (SMRs) and microreactors, collectively referred to as small
reactors (SRs) in this report, in microgrids has received significant research interest due to their smaller
size, compact and long-lasting fuel, ease of transportation and assembly, flexible siting, improved safety
features, and improved flexible-operation capabilities.5 The SR generations that would be of interest to
the scale microgrids referenced in this report range from 100 kW to 20 MW that would be encompassed
by reactors referred to as microreactors and SMRs. For microgrid applications, SRs designs that are
manufactured in a factory setting and can be transported in a commission-ready form to the microgrid by
truck, rail, or air transportation are of most interest. SRs are typically designed with long-lasting fuels.
Once loaded, the reactor fuel can last from 5 to 30 years.6 This is a major advantage of SRs over diesel
generators, which, apart from their large carbon emissions, face difficulties in fuel transportation during
extreme weather events. SRs are designed to be inherently safe and accident-tolerant due to features, such
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as simpler integral designs, passive coolant circulation, containment, shutdown systems, and
underwater/underground configurations.7 Further, the potential of SRs to provide heat along with
electricity enhances their economic potential and adds value to flexible-operation capability, adding more
impetus towards achieving carbon-reduction goals.
SRs are being developed in all major technological lines of reactors, including water-cooled reactors,
high-temperature gas-cooled reactors, fast-neutron reactors, and molten-salt reactors.5 The Microreactor
Applications Research Validation and Evaluation (MARVEL) microreactor project, supported by the U.S.
Department of Energy, will be one of the first SRs in the U.S. and will be developed at Idaho National
Laboratory (INL) and installed at the Transient Reactor Test Facility (TREAT) by late 2023. MARVEL is
a 100-kWt fission reactor that will enable the testing of several new non-traditional nuclear microgrid
applications.8 Under Project Pele, the Department of Defense’s Strategic Capabilities Office (SCO) is
building a mobile microreactor technology with a prototype set to be demonstrated at INL by 2024.9 The
tristructural isotropic (TRISO) fuel makes Pele reactors inherently safe and resilient against external
attacks without needing large evacuation zones. Pele reactors will be sized between 1 to 5 MW, use highassay low enriched uranium (HALEU), and can be transported by trucks, rails, and ships. The Micro
Modular Reactor (MMR) is another SR project in Canada, which will be hosted at the Chalk River
Laboratory site. It is a joint venture between the Ultra Safe Nuclear Corporation (USNC) and Ontario
Power Generation (OPG) that aims to host an SR plant by 2026. Several other SR technologies are under
development and are expected to start operation by the late 2020s for demonstration purposes.8,10-12 For
practical use in microgrids in the first few years of production, SRs will need financial incentives to
compete with other clean-energy generation.10 As the technology matures and moves into factory
production, SRs are expected to become economically competitive with other sources of clean generation.
SRs can work with other forms of clean generation to develop sustainable energy microgrids.

2.

THE PROXY MODEL

SR introduce a significant shift in the energy market and the deployment model traditionally adopted
by the nuclear industry. The initial deployments of SRs are expected to be more towards the markets
valuing resilience, energy equity, and environmental justice and less constrained by the differential cost
for technology learning. Some of these initial potential use cases identified in the literature include
military bases, isolated communities, urban applications, and disaster relief. SRs have the potential to
expand to the emerging energy market in Eastern Europe and Asia in the mid-term and support urban
markets and megacities and electrical grids in the longer term.13 Although losing the economy with
drastically reduced size from older NPP designs, SRs can recover their costs by offsetting gains from
simplified designs, standardized modules, increased learning rates, reduced construction schedule, and
factory production. Efforts have been made to represent the cost characteristics of SRs with specific
designs modifying the traditional top-down and bottom-up cost estimation techniques used for older
NPPs.10,14 This report utilizes the generic set of parameters identified in the predecessor report1 to
characterize SRs for technoeconomic studies.
Before developing the SR model, a proxy model was created in the XENDEE platform by changing
the parameters of the existing gas-generator model in a way that reflects the behavior of SRs. The
objective is to examine XENDEE’s adaptability to include SRs in technoeconomic feasibility analysis and
obtain initial optimization results for SR in microgrids. Appendix A provides an overview of the
XENDEE platform and its functional capabilities for technoeconomic analysis and portfolio optimization
of microgrids. The technoeconomic characteristics that are common to the XENDEE’s gas-generator
model are translated into the proxy model. The parameters that are applicable only to SRs are yet to be
added. Figure 1 shows the technoeconomic datapoints explored in the earlier report1 and highlights the
ones used in the proxy model.
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Figure 1. Small reactor parameters for technoeconomic studies identified in the earlier report.1
The purchase cost is an area where SRs differ significantly from gas generators. A significant portion
of SR’s investment cost goes for the plant installation including land rights and site utilities, building and
structures, engineering and design, and construction services.1 The installation cost calculated for SR in the
earlier report1 is used as the purchase cost of the plant. The economies of scale in the sizing of SR are driven
by cost reduction due to factory-produced units and/or co-location of multiple modules at the same site. It
will result in a reduced relative installation cost ($/MW) as the plant size increases.
The fuel cost for the gas generator is calculated based on the utilization (i.e., cumulated output in
kWh) with the choice fuel and the corresponding price rate. The fuel in the gas-generator model could
either be biogas or natural gas. In SRs, the fuel lasts for several years before it needs refueling. To
simplify, the front- and back-end fuel costs are calculated and annualized over the refueling period to
represent them as a part of annual operations and maintenance (O&M) costs. Alternatively, the uranium
fuel supply and cost can be manually calculated and translated into the biogas or natural-gas fuel cost for
the proxy representation. For the proxy model, the variable O&M cost calculated in the earlier report1 will
be used to represent both fuel and non-fuel costs. Since the gas-generator model needs the specification
for the choice of fuel, biogas was selected with a supply price of 0 $/kg because the fuel cost is already
considered in the O&M cost.
SRs can be operated in combined heat and power (CHP) mode to supply both heat and electricity.
This could be done in two different ways: either by extracting process steam or by using the unused heat
from the turbine exhaust. The process steam is extracted when high-quality heat is needed (e.g., hightemperature electrolysis). For low-temperature heat applications, such as district heating, the heat
available at turbine exhaust can be used. XENDEE considers the latter form of the CHP operation
utilizing the heat at the turbine exhausta. For the proxy model, it is assumed that the SR can provide
maximum CHP capability with all remaining heat at turbine exhaust available for low-temperature
heating applications. For 33.33% thermal efficiency, the maximum possible heat to power ratio would be
2:1. The rest of the datapoints are minimum up and down times, minimum loading, and the plant life
taken as 12 hours, 20%, and 50 years respectively, as shown in Figure 2.

a

A new feature would be required in XENDEE to account for SR’s high-grade heat applications for industrial processes or
high temperature electrolysis.
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Figure 2. Parameters estimates used for the proxy model.

3.
3.1
3.1.1

CASE STUDY
System Overview

Generation Options

The SR, represented by the proxy model for this case study, is considered a generation option for a
microgrid developed on a 15-MW electric peak military site in southern California, which has a peak hot
water/heating load of 1800 kWh. Other generator options include solar PV, electric storage, boilers, and
natural gas generator (NGG)b. The XENDEE optimization tool uses mixed-integer linear programming to
evaluate the optimum types, numbers, and sizes of generators to meet the microgrid demand with various
objectives (e.g., cost minimization, CO2 minimization). Figure 3 shows a single-node XENDEE
microgrid setup showing different generation options for the proposed microgrid. The technoeconomic
parameters for all potential generation assets in the microgrid are listed in Table 1.

Figure 3. XENDEE single-node GIS microgrid model with potential generator options.

b

This case study can be implemented effectively with the proxy model because it uses only low-grade heat that is part of the
existing XENDEE platform.
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Table 1. Technoeconomic modeling parameters for other generation technologies considered in
microgrid.
Generation
Technology
Technoeconomic Parameters
PV
PV panel cost = 1700 $/kWDC, Lifetime = 30 y;
Inverter cost = 200 $/kWDC, Lifetime = 15 y, Power factor = 100%;
System losses = 14%, Inverter eff = 96%, Panel eff = 10%, PV tilt = 34⁰ S;
Panel technology = Thin-film, Array type = Fixed ground-mounted;
Maximum install space = 274278 ft2
Electric Storage
Energy module cost = 550 $/kWh, Inverter cost = 196/ kW, O&M cost =
0.333 $/kWh/mo
Module size = 600 kWh, System Life = 18 y
Charging Eff = Discharging Eff = 87%, Power factor = 100%, Max SOC =
100%, Min SOC = 5%.
Natural-Gas
Unit size = 1 MW, Nameplate efficiency = 26%, Heat to power ratio = 1.56,
Generator
CHP mode = ON
Purchase price = $2.9 M/unit, Lifetime = 15 years, O&M (variable) = 0.0024
$/kWh/y, O&M (fixed) = 0.0185 $/kW/y,
Fuel price = 0.5716 $/Therm, CO2 emission factor = 0.1808 kgCO2/kWh
The PV performance data is calculated based on the location of the microgrid to generate an hourly
time-series profile shown in Figure 4. The performance data represents the fraction of the installed
electrical power capacity that a PV plant can generate each hour. In addition to the time-series irradiance
profile, the panel technology type (standard, premium, or thin-film), array type (fixed or tracking),
mounting type (ground-mounted or roof-mounted), system losses, inverter efficiency, and array tilt-angle
and pointing direction are other inputs required to compute the PV performance data. The available space
for the PV installation is specified by the user as a numeric value or drawing a polygon in the map.

Solar PV Performance, KWAC/KWDC
PV Performance (p.u.)
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Figure 4. Time-series profile for solar PV performance data.

3.1.2

Electricity and Heating Demand

The hourly load demand time-series profile is obtained using the NREL load-shape importer built-in
in XENDEE. The load profile importer uses the climate zone corresponding to the location of the
5

microgrid as input, in addition to the average age of the buildings, annual energy consumption, and load
types (electrical-only, heating, cooling, etc.). In this case study, the desired microgrid is located in a hotdry climate zone of the U.S.15; and electricity and water-heating loads are considered in the analysis
(Figure 5 and Figure 6). For electricity profile, a higher load occurs between the hours of 8:00 through
17:00, which are in general working hours, and it is consistent throughout the year with small magnitude
variations due to the seasons. In contrast, the water-heating load has two distinct peaks early in the
morning and late in the afternoon. A wide variation is in the seasonal loads throughout the year.

Electrical Load for Peak Day Each Month
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Figure 5. Time-series profile for electrical load (shows peak day each month).
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Figure 6. Time-series profile for water-heating load (shows peak day each month)

3.1.3

Utility Tariff and Fuel Price

Using the microgrid’s location, XENDEE identifies and lists all applicable utility tariffs. The tariff
selected for the microgrid is based on Southern California Edison with multi-season rates with three
different time of use (TOU) rates provided for each day (SCE TOU-8-E-2-50kV-NEM2).c The demand
charge and access fees are specified along with the electricity export sales price, which is lower than the
purchase price at any specific time. The CO2 emission for electricity purchase from the grid is estimated
based on average hourly marginal CO2 emission data of the California utility grid for 2018 reported by the
California Independent System Operator (CAISO) shown in Figure 7. The emission rate was consistent
c

For further information on the selected tariff, please refer to XENDEE’s tariff catalog SCE TOU-8-E-2-50kV-NEM2.17
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throughout the year with an average of 0.3780 metric tons CO2/MWh and, minimum and maximum of
0.3774 to 0.3784 metric tons CO2/MWh.

Figure 7. Hourly marginal CO2 emission of CAISO in 2018.
The microgrid can purchase fuel from the utility. The fuel options available in XENDEE include
natural gas for heating and onsite generation, biogas, diesel fuel, bio-diesel fuel, biomass fuel, and
hydrogen. The biogas fuel is reserved for the proxy model, as discussed earlier. The fuel prices, monthly
access fees, and corresponding carbon emission rates for the rest of the fuel types are provided based on
XENDEE’s default catalog. However, only NGGs and SRs are considered in this report. The natural-gas
fuel is priced at 0.4451 $/Therm for heating application and 0.5716 $/Therm for onsite generation. The
emission factor of 0.1808 kgCO2/kWh is used for natural gas.

3.1.4

Grid Exchange and Outage Models

Microgrid generators and battery energy storage (BES) can be sized to allow electricity export to the
grid. In this case study, SR, PV, and NGG are optimized only to meet the microgrid energy demand
without the option of electricity export. BES, on the other hand, is allowed to export electricity and charge
from the grid as required. In XENDEE, the resilience event is simulated with an extended outage of the
utility grid. The 3-day outage is considered in August (August 24, 12:00 AM through August 26, 11:59
PM), which is the month of highest average hourly demand. To allow responding to outages lasting more
than 24 h, the BES is modeled in multi-day discharge mode in which it does not have to return to the
state-of-charge (SOC) level at the start of the day. The complete ride-through strategy is adopted for load
management during the resilience event, in which the microgrid assets are sized to meet the total load
demand during the grid outage. Although not considered in this study, the load-curtailment strategy can
also be used by specifying the cost incurred for curtailing a certain percentage of the load.

3.2

The Scenarios

Microgrid optimization can have different objectives depending upon the intended application. This
exercise will showcase the use of the proxy model developed in XENDEE to conduct technoeconomic
feasibility studies for SRs in microgrids. The two major objectives considered here are to reduce the cost
of electricity and the net carbon emission from the microgrid. Apart from that, the microgrid assets should
also meet the resilience criteria, which is to ride through a three-day grid outage without any load
disruptions.
Two different scenarios are considered to identify the optimum microgrid configurations–the first
scenario (S1) without CO2 tax, and the second one (S2) with CO2 tax. In S2, The CO2 tax is fixed at 50
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$/metric ton based on the current lower estimate of the social cost of carbon.16 Each scenario has three
different cases. The reference case (C0) is built assuming all required energy is purchased directly from
the utility without hosting onsite generation assets. The resilience criteria are not met in C0. Case 1 (C1)
considers onsite generation but the SR is modeled with the purchase price scaled linearly based on 1-MW
unit price, referred to as the flat cost model. In Case 2 (C2), SR’s purchase price considers economies of
scale, referred to as the economies of scale (EOS) model, which reflects the reduction in specific cost
($/kW) as the size of the plant increases, as shown in Figure 8. The EOS model is based on the estimated
installation costs from the earlier report1.

Figure 8. Small reactor’s economies of scale in purchase price (EOS model) 1.
The scenarios discussed in the next sections of this case study are summarized as followsd:
1. Scenario 1: No CO2 tax is considered, and the microgrid is optimized to reduce cost and meet the
resilience criteria. The optimization is run for three different cases—S1C0: utility purchase, S1C1:
with flat cost model of SR, and S1C2: with EOS model of SR.
2. Scenario 2: The CO2 tax of 50 $/metric ton is considered and the microgrid is optimized to reduce
cost and meet the resilience criteria. The optimization is run for three different cases—S2C0: utility
purchase, S2C1: with flat cost model of SR, and S2C2: with EOS model of SR.

3.3
3.3.1

Scenario 1: Without Carbon Tax

S1C0: Utility Purchase

In the reference case, no new generation is considered in the system. The required electricity is
imported directly from the utility grid. The water-heating load is met by the existing 1.86-MWth
natural-gas boiler. Without onsite generation, the reference case cannot meet the resilience criteria;
therefore, it does not include a resilience event in the optimization.
The total annual electricity and natural gas imports are 86,923,620 and 6,046,034 kWh, respectively.
The total annual energy cost is calculated as 10,774,100 $/y, which includes both electricity and natural
gas fuel purchase charges. The load-served levelized cost of electricity (LCOE) is obtained as 0.1159
$/kWh. Figure 9(a) and (b) show the breakdown of energy consumption and corresponding monthly
charges for each month of the year. Figure 9 (c) and (d) show the breakdown of microgrid demands and
d

Other scenarios could be developed by considering investment support and tax incentives for SR development and
operation, multiple energy products (economies of scope), and the hydrogen ecosystem (production, consumption, and
storage models) in the microgrid. However, these are not within the scope of this report.
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corresponding CO2 emissions for heat and electricity. The total annual carbon emission is 34,226 metric
tons, 96 % of which comes from electricity.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 9. Technoeconomic analysis result summary for S1C0: (a) Month-by-month total electricity and
natural gas consumption, (b) Utility charges breakdown, (c) Total electricity and heating demand over the
year, and (d) CO2 emission from different sources.
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3.3.2

S1C1: With SR Flat Cost Model

In this case, new on-site generators are considered but without taking the advantage of SR’s
economies of scale. The flat cost model is used for SR scaled based on 1 MW unit price, i.e.,
$11,233,100.
NGGs are less expensive to run without CO2 tax. Therefore, the optimizer results in an onsite
generation mix that includes 2.5 MW of PV, 6.6 MWh of BES, and 11 MW of NGGs (eleven units of 1MW NGGs) without an SR. There is a 3.3% saving compared to the reference case (S1C0) with a total
annualized electricity cost of 10,418,000 $/y. With a 6% interest rate, the project investment will be paid
back in 10 years period. The load served LCOE is calculated as 0.1128 $/kWh. Due to onsite generation
in the microgrid, the electricity import is significantly reduced. The microgrid sells approximately 21% of
its generated electricity back to the grid to boost revenue (Figure 10[a]). The net electricity import from
the grid is reduced by 94.3% compared to the reference case (S1C0). The annual CO2 emission is
increased by 63.6% to 55,996 metric tons, which mostly comes from the onsite NGG (Figure 10[b]).
The optimum generation portfolio meets the required resilience criteria (ride through a 3-day outage)
without increased cost. Figure 10(c) shows that most of the energy consumption is in the form of natural
gas used to produce electricity onsite. Since the NGGs are operated in CHP mode, the exhaust heat from
the turbine can be recovered to meet the heating demand. Figure 10(d) shows the breakdown of monthly
utility costs which is mainly due to the fuel purchase. Figure 11 shows the monthly breakdown of the
microgrid costs and compares it with the reference case (S1C0). The monthly costs for the reference case
are lower except for June, July, August, and September when the electricity price is higher than in other
months.
Figure 12(a) and (b) show the hourly electricity and heat dispatch for January 1. The electricity
mostly comes from onsite NGG. Since the NGGs are still expensive to run, the system continues
purchasing electricity from the grid during the hours when the electricity price is low. The maximum
import from the utility grid for January is 1.5963 MW, which is optimized to reduce the utility demand
charge part of the total cost. BES charges during the daytime when PV generation is available and
discharges in the evening time when the utility electricity price is high. The microgrid receives revenue
by selling the electricity to the grid by discharging the BES at peak electricity export price. Since the
heating demand is much less compared to the heat available from NGG, most of the heat remains unused.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)
Figure 10. Technoeconomic analysis result summary for S1C1: (a) total electricity imports and exports
over 1 year, (b) CO2 emission from different sources, (c) month-by-month total electricity and natural gas
consumption, (d) utility charges and revenue from sales.
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Figure 11. Monthly breakdown of microgrid cost for S1C1 and comparison to S1C0.

(a)

(b)
Figure 12. Time-series dispatch for the microgrid assets for January 1 for S1C1: (a) electricity dispatch
and (b) heating dispatch.
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3.3.3

S1C2: With Economies of Scale

In this case, the EOS model is used for SR. The specific purchase price per MW decreases with the
increase in SR size. Therefore, SR becomes an attractive option to NGGs even without considering the
benefits of reducing CO2 emissions. With the EOS model, the generation portfolio optimized using
XENDEE includes 2.52 MW of PV, 9.6 MWh of BES, and 11 MW of SR. The optimization does not
select any NGGs. The savings compared to the reference scenario (S1C0) is 7% with a total annualized
cost of 10,015,600 $/y. The project is paid back in 14 years with a 6% annual interest rate. The loadserved LCOE is reduced to 0.1085 $/kWh. The biggest advantage however is the reduction in CO2
emissions by 102.2% to -740 metric tons/y. The negative value of CO2 emission is due to exporting clean
electricity back to the grid. The microgrid’s total electricity imports and exports are 762,731 kWh and
2,720,655 kWh, respectively. A total of 4,402,360 kWh of electricity is obtained from PV. The calculated
generation profile also meets the required resilience criteria without increased cost. Figure 13 shows the
breakdown of the microgrid costs for the optimized case and its comparison with the reference case
(S1C0).

Figure 13. Monthly breakdown of microgrid cost for S1C2 and comparison to S1C0.
Figure 14 shows the hourly electricity dispatch time series for January 1. The electricity mostly
comes from onsite SR. SRs have high capital costs but are cheaper to run. Therefore, in contrast to S1C1,
the microgrid does not purchase electricity from the grid when SR can meet the local demand. BES
charges during the daytime when generation is excess and discharges mostly to sell back to the grid when
the electricity price is high.

Figure 14. Time-series electricity dispatch in microgrid on January 1 for S1C2.
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3.4
3.4.1

Scenario 2: With Carbon Tax

S2C0: Utility Purchase

The energy required for the system is directly purchased from a single utility; therefore, the electricity
and natural gas imports, the operational dispatch results, and net CO2 emission remain the same as the
scenario without CO2 tax (S1C0). The only difference would be the total annual cost, which will have a
CO2 tax added based on the energy consumption. Figure 15 shows the monthly breakdown of the
microgrid cost with the CO2 tax added. With CO2 tax, the total annual energy cost increases to
12,485,400 $/y (an 11.1% increase) based on the hourly marginal utility CO2 emission of CAISO
(Figure 7). With this increased cost, LCOE also increases to 0.1343 $/kWh.

Figure 15. Monthly breakdown of microgrid costs for S2C0.

3.4.2

S2C1: With SR Flat Cost Model

Because NGGs produce a large amount of CO2, they are not as attractive as in the first scenario when
the CO2 tax was omitted. But, with the flat cost model, SR is still an expensive investment and cannot
replace all NGGs.
The optimization results include onsite generation consisting of 2.55 MW of PVs, 6.6 MWh of BES,
9 MW of SR, and 2 MW of NGG. The annualized energy cost is calculated as 12,627,500 $/y which is
1.1% more expensive compared to the utility purchase case (S2C0). This increase in annual cost is due to
the requirement to meet the resilience criteria, incurring the total increased cost of 1.1% or 142,089 $/y
from the reference case (S2C0). This is equivalent to 0.19 $/kWh or 1973.46 $/h on average. The loadserved LCOE is obtained as 0.1347 $/kWh, and the investment is paid back in 16 years with a 6% interest
rate. The total annual CO2 emission is reduced to 3,103 metric tons/y, which is a 90.9% reduction from
the utility purchase case. The net CO2 emission is due to the electricity imported from the grid and the
fuel consumed by the NGGs. As shown in Figure 16, the natural gas and electricity imports from the
utility are significantly reduced—electricity import reduces by 53.6% and natural-gas import reduces by
99.7% on average compared to the similar case in the first scenario (S1C1). This further reduces the
dependency on the utility. The total annual electricity export is also reduced by 60.55% compared to
S1C1.
Figure 17 shows the breakdown and month-wise comparison of microgrid cost with the reference
case (S2C0). The CO2 tax added to the optimized case is less compared to the reference case. A major
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portion of the monthly cost is due to the annualized payments to recover the initial investment. There is
also a new incurred cost for maintenance due to a large share of the electricity generated onsite with SR.

Figure 16. Monthly breakdown of electricity and fuel imports for S2C1.

Figure 17. Monthly breakdown of microgrid cost for S2C1 and comparison to S2C0.
NGGs have lower investment costs but are expensive to run with CO2 tax. Therefore, whenever the
demand can be met with other onsite generators, NGGs will not be used. On January 1, the electricity
demand remains below 10 MW, as shown in Figure 18. The demand can be met by using SR, PV, and
BES while keeping NGGs as a backup.
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Figure 18. Time-series electricity dispatch in microgrid on January 1 for S2C1.
On January 4, the electricity demand peaks above 13 MW, as shown in Figure 19. The power
available from PV is significantly low. SR operates at its rated output of 9 MW throughout the day.
During the daytime, when the load peaks, NGGs are operated along with a small import from the utility
grid. BES is optimized to reduce electricity import during the hours when electricity price is high.

Figure 19. Time-series electricity dispatch in microgrid on January 4 for S2C1.

3.4.3

S2C2: With Economies of Scale

The optimization already results in negative CO2 emission even without considering CO2 tax if the
EOS model is used for SR as seen in S1C2. Adding the CO2 tax makes the financial case of SR even more
attractive. The load-served LCOE is obtained as 0.1092 $/kWh. The microgrid onsite generation includes
2.47 MW of PV, 11.4 MWh of BES, and 11 MW of SR.
The generation profile is similar to the case without CO2 tax (S1C2), but with a 1.8 MWh increase in
BES. LCOE is slightly increased because CO2 tax is added to the electricity imported from the utility
grid. The CO2 emission, in this case, is -934 metric tons/y, which is slightly lower than the case without
CO2 tax (S2C1). The microgrid savings are 19.3% and the project pays back faster in 11 years with a 6%
interest rate. Figure 20 shows the breakdown and comparison of the microgrid monthly cost with the
reference case (S2C0). The rest of the financial and operational results are provided in Appendix B.
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Figure 20. Monthly breakdown of microgrid cost for S2C2 and comparison with S2C0.
Figure 21 shows the hourly electricity dispatch time series for January 1 which looks similar to the
electricity dispatch for S1C2. The microgrid does not purchase electricity from the grid when SR can
meet the local demand. BES charges during the daytime when generation is excess and discharges to sell
back to the grid when the electricity price is high.

Figure 21. Time-series electricity dispatch of microgrid for January 1 for S2C2.
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4.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

SRs needs a bigger investment compared to conventional NGGs. But when their economy in sizing is
considered in their installation costs, they can be as cost competitive as NGGs and potentially more
beneficial when CO2 tax is included. In the case study presented in this report, different scenarios were
explored to understand the operational performance and cost-competitiveness of SRs against other forms
of generation in a practical microgrid use case. Solar PV, NGG, and SR were seen as potential generation
options. Considering the system was in an urban area, one additional limitation was imposed for PVs in
terms of available land space for PV panel installation. SRs were assumed to be sufficiently safe to be
hosted in an urban area without exclusion boundaries. The installation cost from the previous report1 was
used for SR’s purchase cost in the proxy model.e Table 2 summarizes the optimization results for different
scenarios for comparison.
In Scenario 1, the CO2 tax was not considered. In reference case (S1C0), the system continued
purchasing electricity and natural gas. One of the major disadvantages, in this case, was the lack of local
backup generation to ride through the grid outages the system may face during extreme events. Another
disadvantage was the large amount of CO2 produced by the utility grid to meet the electricity demand.
When the flat cost model of SR was used (S1C1), SR did not appear as a favorable generation option
compared to NGGs without CO2 tax. The optimizer selected PV, NGG, and BES but without SR. While
the investment required was less compared to other cases, the disadvantage was the rise in onsite CO2
emissions. The electricity import decreased, whereas the natural gas import increased to produce
electricity onsite using NGGs. When the EOS model was used instead of the flat cost model (S1C2), all
NGGs were replaced with an equivalent 11 MW of SR. Compared to the case with the flat cost model, the
investment necessary was more than twice and took 4 more years to get paid back. However, the net
LCOE decreased by 3.8%. The microgrid exported more electricity than what it was importing resulting
in net negative CO2 emission. This result showed that the microgrid developed with an SR can be made
net-zero while at the same time making it cost competitive.
Another advantage of SR was the independence from the external supplies during extreme events that
cause electrical power and potentially natural gas pipeline outages. The microgrid developed with NGGs,
although able ride-through extended electrical grid outages, still require a continuous supply of natural
gas. In extended extreme weather or cyber-related outages, the natural-gas pipeline/supply chain can get
disrupted. On the other hand, SRs can sustain such extreme outages due to long-lasting fuel. The fuel
once loaded can last for multiple years (at least 2 years) without needing refueling.5 In some reactor
technologies, such as the 4S, the fuel once loaded can last until the end of the plant life (30 years for 4s).6
This significantly boosts the case for SRs in microgrids when resilience is a primary consideration.

e

The optimization scenarios were run using the full investment cost in SR’s proxy model instead of installation costs. The
optimization results with investment cost-based proxy model varied depending upon the case:
•

If economies of scale of SR and CO2 tax are not considered, the optimizer selects gas generators and results are similar
to the case S1C1 of this report.

•

If economies of scale of SR is not considered but CO2 tax is considered, the optimizer selects gas generators and no SR.
Due to high CO2 tax, the project does not pay back―the optimized solution is not found.

•

If economies of scale are considered but CO2 tax is not, the optimizer again selects gas generators and no SR.

•

If economies of scale of SR and CO2 tax considered, the optimizer selects 10-MW SR and 1-MW gas generator.
Appendix C provides the XENDEE-generated financial and operational results for this case.
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Table 2. Comparison of optimization results with different microgrid scenarios and cases.
Scenarios

Scenario 1: Without CO2 Tax
Utility
Purchase
(S1C0)

SR Flat Cost
Model
(S1C1)

SR EOS
Model
(S1C2)

NG: 11 MW
PV: 2.5 MW
BES: 6.6
MWh

SR: 11 MW
PV: 2.52
MW
BES: 9.6
MWh

-

41,104

85,461

Total OPEX
(Thousands of $/y)

10,774

6387.1

Annual Energy Cost
(Thousands of $/y)

10,774

Scenario 2: With CO2 tax
SR Flat Cost
Model
(S2C1)

SR EOS
Model
(S2C2)

SR: 9 MW
NG: 2 MW
PV: 2.55 MW
BES: 6.6
MWh

SR: 11
MW
PV: 2.47
MW
BES: 11.4
MWh

-

116,202

86,437

4379.1

12,485

4862.4

4352.4

10,418

10,015

12,485

12,627

10,081

-

3.3

7.0

-

-1.1

19.3

Load-served LCOE
($/kWh)

0.1159

0.1128

0.1085

0.1343

0.1367

0.1092

Annual CO2
Emission (Metric
tons/y)

34,226

55,996

-740

34,226

3103

-934

Payback Period
(y)

-

10

14

-

17
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Renewable
Generation (kWh/y)

-

4,370,943

4,402,360

-

4,454,933

4,317,356

Import

86,923,620

6,856,345

762,731

86,923,620

3,181,932

600,118

Export

-

1,892,111

2,720,655

-

746,270

3,070,326

6,046,034

298,867,429

-

6,046,034

12,048,301

-

Generation Profile

Total CAPEX
(thousands of $)

Total Savings (%)

Annual
Utility
Electricity
Exchange
(kWh)

Annual
Utility Natural-gas
Fuel Exchange
(kWh)

-

Utility
Purchase
(S2C0)
-

In Scenario 2, with the addition of the CO2 tax, the energy price for the reference utility purchase case
increased to account for the CO2 emissions incurred by the utility while meeting the microgrid demand.
For CO2 tax of 50 $/metric ton, the reference case was 16% more expensive with an LCOE of 0.1343
$/kWh. With the flat cost model of SR (S2C1), the optimization resulted in a generation mix of both SRs
and NGGs with 9 MW of SR and 2 MW of NGGs. SRs provided the majority of demand and NGGs were
operated only when SR was not able to meet the demand. The CO2 emission was reduced by 91%
compared to the reference case. Adding the resilience requirement imposed an increased total cost which
was reflected in the increased LCOE calculated as 0.1367 $/kWh. Furthermore, nearly three times more
investment was required, and it took 7 more years to get paid back compared to the case when CO2 tax
was excluded (S1C1).
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Finally, when the EOS model was used with CO2 tax included (S2C2), SRs became an even more
financially attractive option. With the reduced purchase price of SR, all NGGs were replaced with SR and
the dispatch result was similar to S1C2. The total CAPEX was 1.1% more than S1C2, but the investment
was paid back sooner in 11 years because the reference case itself became expensive due to the inclusion
of CO2 tax. The only difference was the BES rating which was 1.8 MWh more compared to S1C2. The
LCOE was slightly more (0.65%) due to the CO2 cost premium added to the electricity imported from the
grid.
In conclusion, the above case study showed that SRs can deliver resilient net-zero microgrids while
being economically competitive with other generation technologies. However, it is particularly important
to identify use cases and optimal generation mixes with other technologies so that SRs can provide an
economic energy solution while gaining technological maturity. For example, in each of the optimization
cases, a significant amount of heat remained unused due to the lower heating demand of the microgrid. If
thoughtfully planned, the unused heat could be utilized to expand the industrial or commercial
opportunities within the microgrid, which supports the business case for microgrids even more. The first
SRs would be more cost-effective in national critical infrastructures situated in off-grid locations where
power supply reliability and resilience are of vital importance.

5.

PATH FORWARD TO THE SR MODEL

The case study results using the proxy model and the discussion presented in this report highlighted
the potential for SRs in microgrids. The above analysis also demonstrated the suitability of the XENDEE
platform to perform technoeconomic feasibility studies of microgrids developed with SRs. The proxy
model was effective in capturing the most important financial and operational characteristics and
sufficiently represent SRs in technoeconomic optimization. It is clear from the case study that the model
can analyze multiple scenarios to establish metrics for a path toward a cost-competitive and zero carbon
microgrid completely isolated or connected to the grid. The proxy model is fully integrated within the
NZM platform for modeling and analysis of clean energy microgrids with storage and other generation
technologies. The next step is to develop a detailed SR model that will replace the current proxy model in
XENDEE. The SR model will capture the capabilities, constraints, and nuances of SR by incorporating all
the parameters shown in Figure 1. The additional characteristics that will be considered in the SR model
are summarized as:
•

Economies of scale in O&M costs with fixed and variable parts

•

Fuel life cycle cost with separate front-end and back-end fuel costs, waste-handling and disposition
costs, and refueling intervals,

•

Plant decommissioning cost at the end of plant life,

•

Standard operational framework with limits specified in terms of power change, ramp rate, and power
cycle parameters for baseload or semi-baseload operations.

Apart from producing electricity, SRs can be used for diverse heat applications, such as hydrogen
production with high-grade heat and district heating using low-grade heat. XENDEE currently has
hydrogen, low-grade heat, and electricity ecosystems with integrated optimization capability. One major
modeling recommendation for the SR and gas generator model is to reconfigure the CHP process to allow
process heat extraction from SR for high-grade heat application. This high-grade heat feature could be
paired with a new high-temperature electrolyzers module within XENDEE to use high-grade process heat
extracted from SRs or cleaner diverse fuel gas generators.
The SR model will be upgraded with advances in SR technology and the acquisition of data as SR
technology and its installation and operational costs are improved and obtained through ongoing research
and development. A catalog will be created for leading SR technologies sized 100 kW–20 MW from
major advanced reactor technology lines considering manufacturer’s specifications, whenever available.
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The SR catalog will provide an option to select the most suitable reactor technology for the microgrid
from among the multiple available reactor options. A XENDEE plugin can be developed to take raw input
for a reactor technology and convert it into generic SR catalogs. The technoeconomic plugin will consider
all possible characteristics of advanced nuclear reactors, including reactor type, fuel technology, fuelenrichment process, cost of maintenance of coolant/moderator, and waste-handling and storage options.
Potential radiation hazards and safety characteristics could also be included in later versions.
Financial Code of
Accounts
Efficiency/
Performance
SR full model
in Xendee

Technoeconomic
model plug-in

Xendee
Optimization
Engine

Life Parameters
Catalogs

Operational
constraints

Figure 22. Plugin for producing and importing SR catalog in XENDEE.
The SR model will enable technoeconomic analysis for the deployment of SR in microgrids for
multiple applications and scenarios using datasets and data specific to SR as they are known and as the
technology matures.
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Appendix A
Overview of XENDEE Platform
A-1. Introduction to XENDEE
XENDEE is an informed techno-economic decision-making platform built on well-established
scientific models of microgrid power and energy behavior modeling. It captures all steps needed to design
and implement microgrids, community energy projects, and Distributed Energy Resource (DER) projects
for optimal planning and operation dispatch strategies in the multi-energy system context. XENDEE
provides the optimal planning and operation dispatch of microgrids by guaranteeing the reliability,
resilience, and practical boundary conditions of such projects.
XENDEE provides screening, conceptual design, basic technical design, detailed technical design,
and implementation all in one web-based platform. XENDEE has two modeling interfaces: Geographic
Information System (GIS) Configurator and Expert Mode Configurator. The GIS Configurator is an easyto-use interface that is ideal for new users and quick feasibility studies using interactive icons and
network connections in the GIS view. The Expert Mode is the advanced interface for developing
microgrid projects. It combines a tree view and multiple uploads, database, and catalog functions with
spreadsheet displays to provide full-model customization for experienced users. Projects created in the
GIS Mode can be exported into the Expert Mode where one can continue to build on the same project for
more detailed analysis.
XENDEE automates as much of the design as possible through features such as automated one-line
diagram design, automatic calculation of cable length and costs, and calculation of local data, such as
utility tariffs and solar/wind resources. XENDEE employs an extensive catalog of vendor-specific
technologies, real-world utility tariffs, and representative demand profiles, empowering rapid model
development. XENDEE also employs several calculators for detailed inputs such as determination of
outage costs, solar PV and wind performance, and automatic conversion of units.
XENDEE design algorithms are grounded in extensive research on energy and power system
optimization and analysis. In addition to government-funded research and development of the core
software tools, the XENDEE team regularly conducts research on new features and improvements to its
algorithms. A list of XENDEE publicationsf is available on its website, which includes research papers on
optimization techniques, and additional sources on the scientific background of the XENDEE
optimization engine.

A-2. XENDEE Portfolio Optimization
The energy flows and the DER technologies that can be modeled in the XENDEE optimization
engine are shown in Figure A-1. The choice of energy purchase and sales, onsite energy sources
comprising various DER technologies and fuels, local storage options, and the end-use equipment
comprising essential demand types show the complex structure of the XENDEE portfolio optimization.

f

Recent Publications by the XENDEE Team: https://xendee.com/publications/.
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Figure A-1. Energy flows in the XENDEE optimization engine.
The most common DER technologies include solar PV and battery in electrical energy systems, solar
thermal, natural gas-based boilers and thermal storage in thermal energy systems, and electric chillers and
cold storage in cooling energy systems. With sector coupling, the applications of different DER
technologies are increased such as the electricity that is generated via solar PV can be utilized to provide
to the end-user demand of electrical by using batteries or directly providing it, or it can be utilized to
provide to end-user demand of heating by using Combined Heat and Power (CHP) technology, or it can
also be utilized to generate hydrogen fuel to provide to the end-user demand of hydrogen mobility
network.
XENDEE models such complex sector coupled networks using best optimization practices, practical
constraints, and boundary conditions of these multi-energy systems. The optimization algorithm of
XENDEE uses techno-economic input data and determines the DER technology combinations in terms of
optimal capacities of the DER technologies, determines how to operate them in terms of optimal
schedules of the DER technologies, and also determines the optimal placement of DER in the system by
minimizing the total energy system costs, and total energy system carbon dioxide emissions together with
guaranteeing the reliability and resilience of energy system subject to certain practical constraints. The
workflow of the XENDEE optimization engine from inputs to outputs together with objectives is shown
in Figure A-2.
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Figure A-2. The workflow of XENDEE optimization engine.

A-3. The Mathematical Modeling of XENDEE Optimization Engine
The XENDEE optimization engine uses the Mixed-Integer Linear Programming (MILP) modeling
framework for its portfolio optimization. The MILP can minimize the total annual energy costs, total
annual carbon dioxide emissions, or both in a multi-objective setting. The XENDEE optimization engine
can optimize microgrids for a single year as well as multiple years over the project horizon. The MILP
framework developed by XENDEE minimizes the objective function using two different time resolutions
in a typical year. The first model uses three representative day types (e.g., weekdays, peak days, and
weekend days in each month with 24 hours in a single representative day type), resulting in time indices
of hour h € {1, 2, … , 24}, day type d € {1, 2, 3}, and month m € {1, 2, … , 12}. This model is a
simplified version of the second model that uses full-scale time-series (i.e., 8760 hours in a typical year)
by replacing the time indices h, d, and m with just timestep t € {1, 2, … , 8760}. Both models are equally
capable of handling the full complexity of multi-energy systems in microgrids shown by the energy flows
in Figure A-1.
The simplified objective function related to the total annual energy costs (𝐶) is given in Eq. 1.
min 𝐶 = 𝐶𝑢𝑡𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦 + 𝐶𝑖𝑛𝑣𝑒𝑠𝑡 + 𝐶𝑂&𝑀 + 𝐶𝑓𝑢𝑒𝑙 + 𝐶𝑐𝑎𝑟𝑏𝑜𝑛 − 𝑅𝑠𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑠 − 𝑅𝑖𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑠

(1)

where 𝐶𝑢𝑡𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦 are the costs associated with utility purchase, 𝐶𝑖𝑛𝑣𝑒𝑠𝑡 are the costs associated with the
investment of DER technologies and infrastructure, 𝐶𝑂&𝑀 are the operation and maintenance costs of the
DER technologies, 𝐶𝑓𝑢𝑒𝑙 are the costs associated with the fuels for onsite generators, 𝐶𝑐𝑎𝑟𝑏𝑜𝑛 are the costs
associated with the carbon taxes, 𝑅𝑠𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑠 are the revenues from sales to the utility, and 𝑅𝑖𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑠 are the
revenues due to incentives and tax credits.
The simplified objective function related to the total annual carbon dioxide emissions (𝐶𝑂2 ) is given
by Eq. 2.
min 𝐶𝑂2 = 𝐶𝑂2 𝑢𝑡𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦 + 𝐶𝑂2 𝑓𝑢𝑒𝑙𝑠 + 𝐶𝑂2 𝑒𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑑𝑑𝑒𝑑 + 𝐶𝑂2 𝑃𝑃𝐴
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(2)

where 𝐶𝑂2 𝑢𝑡𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦 are the marginal emissions associated with the purchase of the electricity from the
utility, 𝐶𝑂2 𝑓𝑢𝑒𝑙𝑠 are the emissions associated with the burning of fuels to generate onsite power, and also
the fuel purchase, 𝐶𝑂2 𝑒𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑑𝑑𝑒𝑑 are the emissions associated with the manufacturing of the DER
technologies, and 𝐶𝑂2 𝑃𝑃𝐴 are the emissions associated with the purchase made from an external Power
Purchase Agreement (PPA) into the microgrid.
The XENDEE optimization engine can calculate the reference costs and reference carbon dioxide
emissions of microgrid use cases using just utility input. Alternatively, users can also optimize microgrids
relative to their reference costs and reference carbon dioxide emissions as user-defined inputs. These
reference costs are often used to run the multi-objective optimization scenarios where the total annual
carbon dioxide emissions are minimized by keeping a limit on the total annual energy costs of the system
using a Premium Cost Factor (PCF) as a multiplication factor of costs of the reference case (𝐶𝑟𝑒𝑓𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒 ).
This is essential due to the fact that the minimization of carbon dioxide emissions can cause infeasible
solutions since the costs of the system might go up relative to costs of the reference case and the PCF
ensures that the infeasibility does not occur. This multi-objective setting is given by Eq. 3.
C ≤ 𝑃𝐶𝐹 ∗ 𝐶𝑟𝑒𝑓𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒

(3)
The MILP framework developed by XENDEE minimizes the objective function subject to several
constraints associated with power quality, climate, reliability, energy storage operation, regulatory
functions, financial functions, operation limits, energy balance, etc., as shown in Figure A-3.

Figure A-3. Several constraints modeled in the XENDEE optimization engine.
All these constraints are equally important to ensure that the practical boundary conditions of
microgrid models are respected. Out of these constraints, the most important constraint to mention here is
the energy balance constraint that ensures that the end-user energy demand meets energy provisions from
diverse sources present in a microgrid. The simplified form of this energy constraint is given by Eq. 4.
𝐿𝑡 + 𝑆𝑡 = 𝑢𝑡 + ∑ 𝑔𝑗 𝑡

(4)

𝑗
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where t is the timestep of the optimization (i.e., it includes hour h € {1, 2, … , 24}, day type d € {1, 2, 3},
and month m € {1, 2, … , 12} for the three representative day types model and just time t € {1, 2, … ,
8760} for the full-scale time-series model, L is the end-user energy demand, S is the energy exported, u is
the energy purchased and g is the energy generated by DER technology j). This equality constraint
ensures that the demand plus the exports is equal to the energy purchased plus the energy generated by
DER technologies in each timestep of the MILP optimization.
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Appendix B
Operational and Financial Results for S2C2
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Appendix C
Operational and Financial Results with Investment
Cost Model
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